Introduction
Vapour Pressure Osmometry (VPO) is a useful technique for the determination of molecular weights in aqueous or organic solvents, as well as for the determination of the total osmolality of biological solutions (Bonnar et al. [1] A flow diagram of this process is shown in figure 3 .
Results and discussion
The osmometer produces analogue signals that may behave differently depending on such factors as"
(1) The shape and size of the drops in the thermistors ( 2) The amount and type ofsolute in the solution drop (3) The order in which drops are changed. This technique has been used to determine the aggregation equilibria in toluene of the following tri-n-laurylammonium (TLA) salts: TLAHC1, TLAHNO3, TLAHC104, TLAH2CrO4, TLAH2SO4 and in mixtures TLAHC1/TLAHNO3 and TLAHC1/TLAHC104 using the data collected making use of this automated system (Belaustegi et al. [7] ).
Conclusions
The proposed automation scheme and software for the evaluation of VPO measurements has proved to be adequate for solution equilibria studies. The system has other advantages, for example:
(1) Eliminates the need of an attached recorder. (8) Can be easily adapted to other experimental situations in which the time-stability of the measurements is important.
